We present a lower bound on the probability of symbol error for maximum-likelihood decoding of lattices and lattice codes on a Gaussian channel. The bound is tight for error probabilities and signal-to-noise ratios of practical interest, as opposed to most existing bounds that become tight asymptotically for high signal-to-noise ratios. The bound is also universal: it provides a limit on the highest possible coding gain that may be achieved, at speci c symbol error probabilities, using any lattice or lattice code in n-dimensions. In particular, it is shown that the e ective coding gains of the densest known lattices are much lower than their nominal coding gains, at practical symbol error rates of 10 ?5 to 10 ?7 . The asymptotic (as n ! 1) behavior of the new bound is shown to coincide with the Shannon limit for Gaussian channels.
Introduction
Determining the maximum possible coding gain of an n-dimensional lattice code is a fundamental problem in communications. This problem has been extensively studied, for instance in 6, 9, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23] and references therein. It is well known 9, 11, 16] that, assuming high rates and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the gain of a lattice code over uncoded QAM transmission can be separated into a shaping gain due to the shape of a support region D and a coding gain due to the structure of the underlying lattice . Asymptotically, as SNR ! 1, the latter approaches the nominal coding gain of which, in turn, depends only on the density of . Thus, for very high SNRs, determining the maximum possible coding gain of an n-dimensional lattice code is equivalent to nding the densest possible lattice packing in n-dimensions. Nevertheless, there is usually a sharp discrepancy between the nominal coding gain and the e ective coding gain observed at signal-to-noise ratios of practical interest. Hence a more careful analysis of the e ective coding gain of lattices and lattice codes is necessary. The union bound 6, p.70] is a well-known upper bound on the probability P e of symbol error for maximum-likelihood decoding of lattices and lattice codes on a Gaussian channel.
This bound is tight for SNR ! 1. However, as noted in 15, 19, 20] , the union bound is often inadequate. More elaborate upper bounds on the probability of error for blockcoded and lattice-coded modulation schemes were developed by Berlekamp 3] and, more recently, by De Oliveira- Battail 23] and by 20] . Our objective in this paper is to provide a lower bound on the probability of symbol error P e , which would be reasonably accurate at signal-to-noise ratios of practical interest. We note that the union bound as well as the bounds of 3, 19, 20, 23] all depend on the distance spectrum (or theta series 6, p.45]) of the lattice code at hand. In contrast, we develop a universal bound, namely a bound that provides a limit on the highest possible coding gain that may be achieved, using any lattice or lattice code in n-dimensions. Such a bound is presented in the next two sections. Speci cally, Section 2 is concerned with maximum-likelihood decoding of lattices, while Section 3 deals with lattice codes. The bound developed in the next section is based on the well-known geometric notion of an equivalent sphere 19, 25, 28] and on the fact that no decoding region of a given volume can be better than a spherical decoding region of the same volume (cf. 28]). Furthermore, although it is di cult, and often impossible, to compute the integral of a Gaussian distribution over the Voronoi region of a nontrivial lattice, the integral over a sphere may be computed in closed form. This computation, detailed in Section 2, leads to a lower bound on P e in terms of the fundamental volume of the lattice at hand. The resulting bound is further converted into a powerful upper bound on the highest possible coding gain that may be achieved, for speci c symbol error probabilities, using any n-dimensional lattice. Invoking the latter form of our bound, we show that the e ective coding gains of the densest known lattices are much lower than their nominal coding gains, at practical symbol error rates of 10 ?5 to 10 ?7 . Finally, we investigate the asymptotic (as n ! 1) behavior of the new bounds, and show that it coincides with the Shannon limit for Gaussian channels. This is consistent with the converse to the Shannon theorem, although our proof of this result relies solely on geometric notions. In practice, only a nite set of points of a lattice can be used as a signal constellation in a communication system. This set consists of those points of that are contained in a bounded support region D , and is known as the lattice code C ( ; D ) based on D and . The performance of a lattice code C ( ; D ) on a Gaussian channel depends not only on the underlying lattice but also on the shape of the support region D . Lattice codes are considered in Section 3 of this paper. To extend the bounds of Section 2 to lattice codes, we rely on the continuous approximation 4, 9, 16], and express our results in terms of the normalized signal-to-noise ratio 9, 16] . For completeness, an overview of some basic facts about lattice codes and a brief primer on the continuous approximation technique are also included in Section 3. Herein, we observe that the continuous approximation becomes exact for high-rate codes 1, 18].
Another problem with lattice codes is that the Voronoi region of a point x in the lattice code C ( ; D ) may be larger than the Voronoi region of x in the lattice , if this point lies su ciently close to the boundary of the support region D . Thus lower bounds on P e based on the examination of the Voronoi regions of are not necessarily valid for the lattice code C ( ; D ). This issue is considered in detail in the Appendix, where it is shown that this boundary e ect becomes negligible for high-rate codes.
Bounds for lattices
We rst establish the relevant notation. An in nite set R n is called a sphere packing if the minimum distance between distinct points of is d( ) > 0. Such a set is called a lattice packing, or simply a lattice, if is a group under addition in R n . The density ( ) of is the fraction of the space covered by spheres of radius 1 = 2 d( ) about the points of . The center density ( ) of is the density divided by the volume V n of a unit sphere in R n . It is known 6, p.9] that
where (n=2)! def = ?( n 2 +1) for both odd and even n, and ?(t) = R 1 0 u t?1 e ?u du is Euler's Gamma function. Notice that for even n = 2k, we have (n=2)! (k=e) k by the Stirling approximation, where e is the natural base of logarithms.
The Voronoi region of a point x2 is a convex polyhedron, which consists of all the points in R n that are at least as close to x as to any other point in . We let denote the Voronoi region of the origin of R n . (It is easy to see that for lattice packings, Voronoi regions of all the points are congruent to each other.) The volume of a lattice is de ned as the volume of , that is V ( ) = V ( ). The asymptotic, or the nominal, coding gain (cf. 10]) of can then be expressed as:
The highest possible value n of the coding gain ( ) of an n-dimensional lattice, is called the Hermite parameter. The value of n is presently known 6] only for n = 1; 2; : : : ; 8.
Lower bound on the probability of error
In this section, we derive a universal lower bound on the probability of symbol error for maximum-likelihood decoding of n-dimensional lattices on an AWGN channel. In contrast to the nominal coding gain, our bound is not asymptotic in SNR; it is reasonably tight at signal-to-noise ratios of practical interest. Moreover, since the bound applies to any lattice of a given volume, we will e ectively bound the performance of the densest lattices. is the probability density function of X. Now let S denote the n-dimensional sphere of radius r about the origin, having the same volume as . This sphere is sometimes called 17, 28] the equivalent sphere of . Forney 13] de nes the normalized radius of S by the relation r 2 = n 2 . The volume of S is V n r n = V ( ), and therefore:
p (4) in view of (1). The corresponding expression for the normalized radius of S is considerably simpler. For even n = 2k, the normalized radius of S is lower bounded by
This follows from (4) and the fact that k k =e k k! for all k 1. Later in this section, we will use this lower bound as a crude approximation of 2 for k ! 1.
The following simple, but key, observation dates back to the work of Shannon 25] , and was mentioned in several recent papers 19, 28].
Lemma2.1.
Proof. Let = n S and = S n . Notice that V ( ) = V ( ), by the de nition of the equivalent sphere S . It is obvious that (6) is equivalent to as f( ) is a decreasing function of the distance from the origin. Since and have the same volume, this completes the proof of the lemma.
The probability of error P e = 1 ? P c under maximum-likelihood decoding of is the probability that a white Gaussian n-tuple X with variance 2 per dimension falls outside the Voronoi region of . Similarly, we de ne P e;S def = 1 ?
Thus P e;S is the probability that the n-tuple X falls outside the equivalent sphere S .
With this notation, Lemma 2.1 reduces to the inequality P e P e;S . This means that no decoding region can be better that a spherical decoding region of the same volume.
The usefulness of Lemma 2.1 lies in the fact that the integral on the left-hand side of (6) is di cult, often impossible, to compute, whereas the integral on the right-hand side of (6) is precisely the volume of a unit sphere in R n . In view of (1), this yields J (n) = nV n = n n=2 (n=2)! Thus, we have
u n?1 e ?u 2 =2 du (7) and integrating by parts gives the following recurrence relation 
The expressions (9) and (10) follow immediately by induction on (8) . The expression for z = r 2 =2 2 in (11) follows from (4) and (1).
Remark. For even n = 2k, the value of P e;S in (9) can be also computed as follows. It follows that the probability P e;S of fewer than k arrivals in the interval 0; r 2 ) is given by P e;s = P Y(r 2 ) (0) + + P Y(r 2 ) (k?1) = e ?z 1 + z 1! + z 2 2! + + z k?1 (k?1)! ! where z = r 2 =2 2 . This argument, pointed out by Forney 13] , avoids the explicit integration in (7) and (8), but unfortunately does not extend to odd values of n.
Upper bound on coding gain
When designing a communication system for a band-limited Gaussian channel, it is more conventional to consider e ective coding gains rather than probabilities of symbol error.
In this subsection, we will show how the lower bound on P e obtained in Theorem 2.2 can be converted into an upper bound on the highest possible coding gain that may be achieved, at speci c symbol error probabilities, using any n-dimensional lattice. The resulting bounds for n = 1; 2; ; 32 are summarized in Table 1 , and compared with the nominal coding gains of the best known lattices in the corresponding dimensions. Coding gain is usually de ned in terms of the signal-to-noise ratios required by the coded and uncoded systems to achieve a given probability of error. Thus to discuss coding gains, we rst need to discuss signal-to-noise ratios. It is not immediately clear what the signalto-noise ratio is in the context of maximum-likelihood decoding of a lattices on a Gaussian channel (as opposed to lattice codes, the signal power is, in principle, unlimited in the case of lattices). In this regard, we will follow the suggestion of 13, 14] and use
(13) as a measure of signal-to-noise ratio. Here is the normalized radius of the equivalent sphere S and 2 is the noise variance per dimension. We will refer to 2 as the lattice signal-to-noise ratio. In the next section, we will show that the lattice SNR for a lattice is closely related to the normalized SNR for a lattice code C ( ; D ) based on , provided the number of points in C is su ciently large. For the sake of brevity, we only consider the case where n is even. The development for n odd is similar 27], and the results are summarized in Table 1 for all odd n 31. For even n, let k = n=2 and de ne the function
The lower bound (9) of Theorem 2.2 thus becomes P e g k (z). Furthermore, it follows from the de nition of 2 in (13) that z = r 2 =2 2 = n 2 =2 2 = k 2 . Thus P e g k (k 2 ) is a non-asymptotic lower bound on the probability of symbol error in terms of the lattice SNR de ned above. Forney 13] suggests that P e should be normalized per two dimensions, and de nes P e = (2=n) P e as the normalized probability of symbol error. With this notation, the lower bound of Theorem 2.2 can be re-written as P e g k (k 2 ) k (15) for even n = 2k. This bound is plotted in Figure 1 for n = 4; 16; 64; 256. We have also included in Figure 1 actual simulation results for the 16-dimensional Barnes-Wall lattice BW 16 , which suggest that the bound of (15) is quite tight at all signal-to-noise ratios.
The curve for n = 1 plotted in Figure 1 results by manipulating the lower bound in (10) in a manner analogous to (15) . This curve is achieved by the integer lattice Z, since the Voronoi region of Zis a one-dimensional sphere. It presents an approximate baseline for the measurement of e ective coding gains. We will provide a more precise analysis below. Let P e denote a xed desired probability of symbol error. We rst ask the following question. What is the minimum lattice SNR that is required to achieve a probability of symbol error P e using an n-dimensional lattice? The answer to this question follows by examining (9) and (14) . It is easy to see that the function g k (x) in (14) is continuous, and is strictly decreasing in the interval (0; 1). Furthermore, g k (0) = 1 and lim x!1 g k (x) = 0, for all k 1. From these properties, it follows that the equation g k (x) = P e has a unique solution. We denote this solution by z(k; P e ).
Theorem2.3. Achieving a probability of symbol error P e using an n-dimensional lattice requires a lattice signal-to-noise ratio of at least 2 z(k; P e ) k (16) Proof. The probability of symbol error is lower bounded by g k (z) for z = k 2 . If the lattice signal-to-noise ratio 2 does not satisfy (16), then z < z(k; P e ). Since g k (x) is a strictly decreasing function, we then have g k (z) > P e and the theorem follows.
We now consider the uncoded case, namely the case where a scaled version cZ n of the integer lattice Z n is used to transmit information over a Gaussian channel. The probability of symbol error for the uncoded case can be computed exactly. Indeed, the Voronoi region for the lattice cZ n is a hypercube of side c, and therefore 
Let (k; P e ) denote the unique solution of the equation (1 ? erfc(x)) 2k = 1 ? P e . Then to achieve a symbol error probability of P e in the uncoded case, we need c = p 8 (k; P e ). The volume of cZ n is c n V (Z n ) = c n , and hence the corresponding lattice SNR is given by 2 = c 2 2 (k!) 1=k 2 k assuming that n = 2k is even. It follows that in the uncoded case the desired probability P e of symbol error is achieved precisely at a lattice SNR of 2 = (k; P e ) 2 4(k!) 1=k k (18) The ratio of the two expressions on the right-hand side of (16) and (18) is an upper bound on the e ective coding gain that can be obtained using any lattice in n = 2k dimensions. Thus we have established the following result.
Theorem2.4. Let be an n-dimensional lattice, and let n = 2k. Then the coding gain of over Z n is upper bounded by e ( ) (k; P e ) 2 z(k; P e ) 4(k!) 1=k (19) The coding gain e ( ) is de ned in terms of lattice SNR, and the foregoing bound is parametrized by both the dimension and the probability of symbol error.
The bound of (19) 
Further results and asymptotics
We conclude this section with some further remarks and observations. First, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of our bounds as a function of the dimension n, as n ! 1.
All the bounds in this section follow from the assertion P e P e;S established in Lemma 2.1. Recall that P e;S denotes the probability that a white Gaussian n-tuple with variance 2 per dimension falls outside the n-dimensional sphere of radius p n. It follows that lim n!1 P e;S = 1 if < 1, and lim n!1 P e;S = 0 if > 1, by the weak law of large numbers. Combining this fact and Theorem 2.2 we conclude that asymptotically reliable communication is impossible unless the lattice SNR satis es 2 1 = 0 dB. This result is analogous to the Shannon limit 17], discussed in more detail in the next section. If 2 > 0 dB, then according to our results P e could, in principle, approach zero as n ! 1. In his 1975
paper, De Buda 7] essentially asserts that there do exist lattices with this property.
Here are some observations regarding the normalized radius of the equivalent sphere S and the lattice SNR. Using the Stirling approximation of k! (k=e) k , the expression on the right-hand side of (5) (20) by the de nition of 2 in (13). This approximation for 2 was suggested by Forney in 13].
The lattice signal-to-noise ratio has another insightful interpretation as follows. De ne the equivalent noise sphere S X as the n-dimensional sphere of squared radius n 2 . Then
Thus 2 is the normalized ratio of the volume of the lattice at hand to the volume of the equivalent noise sphere. Notice that, unlike (20) , the derivation in (21) is exact. Finally, we notice here that the main results of this section hold not only for lattices, but also for geometrically uniform sphere packings 12] since the Voronoi regions in a geometrically uniform packing are always congruent to each other. Forney 13] remarks that these results, in fact, hold for all sphere packings that have a well-de ned volume in R n , for instance packings that have M points per basic cell of volume V which tiles R n . As a speci c example, consider a coset code C , based on an n-dimensional lattice partition = 0 and a code over = 0 whose rate is R bits per two dimensions (cf. 10]). Then the coset code C has a normalized volume V (C ) 2=n = V ( 0 ) 2=n =2 R , regardless of whether it is a lattice or not. Extending this argument, we see that multilevel coset codes 10, 15] also have well-de ned normalized volumes. The lower bounds on the probability of symbol error and the upper bounds on coding gain derived in this section thus hold for all such codes.
Bounds for lattice codes
In practice, only a nite set of points of a lattice can be used for transmitting information over a channel. 
where o (1) is a function of the number of codewords M that tends to zero as M ! 1.
The numerator of (23) is a Riemann sum that can be further approximated by
This, along with equations (22) and (23) (25) We now introduce the signal-to-noise ratio that will be used in the remainder of this paper. As in 9, 16], we de ne the normalized signal-to-noise ratio as
where 2 is the noise variance per dimension. The normalized signal-to-noise ratio allows one to compare lattice codes of di erent rates on the same scale. Another motivation for the de nition in (26) is as follows. Since the capacity of the AWGN channel is given by 1 2 log 2 1 + P av 2 ; Shannon theorem 25] for Gaussian channels has a concise statement in terms of SNR norm . Namely, arbitrarily small probabilities of symbol error can be achieved arbitrarily close to SNR norm = 0 dB.
For high rates R, we have 2 2R ?1 ' 2 2R in the denominator of (26), and therefore by (22) and (24), the normalized signal-to-noise ratio can be written as (27) where o(1) denotes a function of the rate R that tends to zero as R ! 1. This expression makes it possible to establish the connection between SNR norm and the lattice signal-tonoise ratio 2 introduced in the previous section. Speci cally, we have
For a spherical support region D , this reduces to SNR norm = 2 n=(n+2)+o (1) . Thus the lattice signal-to-noise ratio 2 is closely related to the more conventional normalized SNR. Now let d denote the minimum distance between the points of the underlying lattice . Combining (27) with the de nition of the coding gain ( ) in (2) and the de nition of the shaping gain s (D ) gives the following result.
Lemma3.1. 
Proof. It follows from (29) that for high rate codes, the probability of symbol error is still bounded by (9) and (10) spherical support region D in n dimensions, given by (25) . We again include in Figure 2 the simulation results for a lattice code based on the Barnes-Wall lattice BW 16 with a spherical support region. It is instructive to compare the corresponding curves in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . These gures con rm that our bounds are tight for both lattices and lattice codes. We now convert the bound of Theorem 3.2 into an upper bound on the coding gain of lattice codes. The derivation of this bound is similar to the development in Section 2.2. First observe that for a spherical support region D , the expression for z in (30) reduces to z = 6 ?( n 2 +1) 2=n (n + 2) 12 ?( n 2 +1) 2=n SNR norm + o(1) = (k + 1)SNR norm + o(1) (31) where we assume that n = 2k is even. Now recall that z(k; P e ) was de ned in Section 2.2 as the unique solution of the equation g k (x) = P e , where g k (x) is the function de ned in (14) . Together with (31), this establishes the following result, which is the counterpart of Theorem 2.3 for lattice codes.
Theorem3.3. To achieve a probability of symbol error P e using a lattice code C of rate R in n = 2k dimensions, a normalized signal-to-noise ratio of at least SNR norm z(k; P e ) k + 1 + o (1) is required, where o (1) is a function of the rate R that tends to zero as R ! 1. The coding gain e ( ) is de ned in terms of the normalized SNR, and the scaling constant c is chosen in such a way that C ( ; D ) and C (cZ n ; D ) have the same rate.
The asymptotic results for lattice codes are also analogous to the asymptotics for lattices, discussed in Section 2.3. Speci cally, it is possible to show, using the weak law of large numbers, that lim k!1 z(k; P e ) k + 1 = 1 regardless of the desired symbol error rate P e . Thus the lower bound of Theorem 3.3 coincides with the Shannon limit SNR norm = 0 dB as k ! 1. This is consistent with the converse to the Shannon theorem for lattice codes. Notably, our proof of this result relies solely on the geometric notion of equivalent sphere, and does not involve informationtheoretic arguments. A well-known conjecture in coding theory 9, 16] says that lattice codes achieve capacity on the Gaussian channel. (De Buda 8] attempted to prove this for lattice codes whose support region is a`thick' shell. However, his proof was shown to be incorrect in 22], although 22] includes an alternative proof that only applies to`thin' shells.) If this conjecture is true, then Theorem 5.4 would imply that the bounds derived in this paper are asymptotically (for n ! 1) exact at all signal-to-noise ratios.
Remark. Although our focus in this paper is on maximum-likelihood decoding, it is possible to extend the lower bounds of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.2 to suboptimal decoding algorithms, such as bounded-distance decoding. Indeed, consider a decoding algorithm with decision region 6 = , namely an algorithm that decodes a channel output y + X to y if and only if y + X2 y + for some y 2 C ( ; D ), and declares a decoding failure otherwise. Ignoring for simplicity the distinction between decoding errors and decoding failures, we can proceed as in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, with the equivalent sphere of replaced by the equivalent sphere of . The radius of the equivalent sphere of is r = V ( ) 1=n V 1=n n = V ( ) 1=n ?( n 2 +1) 1=n p as in (4) . This implies that the probability of error or failure is lower bounded by (9) and (10) 
for a lattice code C ( ; D ). Thus the volume of the decision region is an important indicator of the performance of a decoding algorithm. We observe, however, that the bounds based on (33) and (34) are likely to be less tight than the corresponding bounds for maximumlikelihood decoding in Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.2. This is so because the proximity of our lower bounds to the actual performance (as evidenced for BW 16 in Figure 1 and Figure 2 ) is largely due to the fact that the Voronoi regions of dense lattices are \nearly" spherical 4, 5, 6, 11]. There is no reason why this should be so for the decision regions of a suboptimal decoding algorithm.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we prove that for a lattice code C ( ; D ) with a spherical support region D , the probability of correct decoding is given by
where is the Voronoi region of , and o (1) Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 3 , (y) is congruent to , unless the point y lies su ciently close to the boundary of D . The basic idea is that for a`well-behaved' support region D , the percentage of such points must approach zero as the rate increases. Although this is intuitively clear, we will provide a proof of this statement in this appendix.
Assuming that D is a sphere centered at the origin, let ! denote the radius of D . We further assume for simplicity that C ( ; D ) = \ D , and let c denote the covering radius of . It is clear that ! 3c, provided the rate of C is high enough, and we assume that this relation holds in what follows. Later in this appendix we will prove that ! 3c for all lattice codes of su ciently high rate, based on non-trivial lattices.
LemmaA. In view of Lemma A.1, we now partition C ( ; D ) as illustrated in Figure 3 . Namely, we partition C ( ; D ) into two disjoint subcodes C 1 and C 2 de ned by 
It follows from (37) and (38) that in order to establish the claim of equation (35), it remains to show that the ratio M 2 =(M 1 +M 2 ) tends to zero as the rate R ! 1.
As illustrated (for the hexagonal lattice) in Figure 4 
since the set y2C 2 (y + ) is properly contained within a shell of inner radius ! ? 3c and outer radius ! + c | see, again, Figure 4 .
